PRELIMINARY.	5
If another force, 4, is introduced, CD becomes the line of action of the resultant, and the motion of the body is along the line CD.
5.	Constrained   Motion. — In   a  machine   certain  definite
motions occur;   any departure from these motions, or the pro
duction  of  any  other  motions,   would   result   in   derangement
of the action of the machine.    Thus, the spindle of an engine-
lathe  turns  accurately  about  its   axis;   the  cutting-tool  moves
parallel to the spindle's axis; and an accurate cylindrical surface
is thereby produced.    If there were any departure from these
motions, the lathe would fail to do its required work.    In all
machines  certain  definite motions must  be  produced,  and  all
other motions must be prevented;   or, in other words, motion
in machines must be constrained.
Constrained motion differs from free motion in being independent of the forces which produce it. If any force, not sufficiently great to produce deformation, be applied to a body whose motion is constrained, the result is either a certain predetermined motion, or no motion at all.
6.	Force Opposed by Passive Resistance.—A force may act
without being able to produce motion (and hence without being
able to do work), as in the case of the water in a mill-pond without
overflow or outlet.    This may be further illustrated:  Suppose a
force, say hand pressure, to be applied vertically to the top of a
table.    The material of the table offers a passive resistance, and
the force is unable to produce motion, or to do work.
It is therefore possible to offer passive resistance to such forces as may be required not to produce motion, thereby rendering them incapable of doing work. Whenever a body opposes a passive resistance to the action of a force a change in its condition is effected: the force sets up an equivalent stress in the material of the body. Thus, when the table offers a passive resistance to the hand-pressure, comprcssive stress is induced

